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Break each sentence into two independent clauses, eliminating the relative 

clause.

1) Michael is a doctor who has specialized in diseases a!ecting children.

2) The police arrived at Blessy's home, when she dialed 911.

3) We have bought an antique ring, which is both expensive and exquisite.

4) Grayson frequently eats at the restaurant that is right next to his house.

5) We live in a house that has "ve bedrooms.

6) President Washington is a national hero who inspires thousands of Americans.

8) America has had some great explorers whose lives are nothing short of heroic.

7) Amanda grew up in London where there are some amazing parks.

Adjective Clauses - Breaking Apart

Example: I was residing in Seattle when Joseph was three years old.

I was residing in Seattle. Joseph was three years old then.

An adjective clause, also called a relative clause,  is a dependent clause that 

functions as an adjective in a sentence. These are introduced by relative 

pronouns such as who, which, that, where, when, whose, etc.
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Name : Answer key

Break each sentence into two independent clauses, eliminating the relative 

clause.

1) Michael is a doctor who has specialized in diseases a!ecting children.

Michael is a doctor. He has specialized in diseases a!ecting children.

2) The police arrived at Blessy's home, when she dialed 911.

The police arrived at Blessy's home. She dialed 911.

3) We have bought an antique ring, which is both expensive and exquisite.

We have bought an antique ring. It is both expensive and exquisite.

4) Grayson frequently eats at the restaurant that is right next to his house.

Grayson frequently eats at the restaurant. It is right next to his house.

5) We live in a house that has "ve bedrooms.

We live in a house. It has "ve bedrooms.

6) President Washington is a national hero who inspires thousands of Americans.

President Washington is a national hero. He inspires thousands of Americans.

8) America has had some great explorers whose lives are nothing short of heroic.

America has had some great explorers. Their lives are nothing short of heroic.

7) Amanda grew up in London where there are some amazing parks.

Amanda grew up in London. There are some amazing parks there.

Adjective Clauses - Breaking Apart

Example: I was residing in Seattle when Joseph was three years old.

I was residing in Seattle. Joseph was three years old then.

An adjective clause, also called a relative clause,  is a dependent clause that 

functions as an adjective in a sentence. These are introduced by relative 

pronouns such as who, which, that, where, when, whose, etc.
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